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Spins in solids are cornerstone elements of quantum spintronics1. Leading contenders such as 
defects in diamond2–5, or individual phosphorous dopants in silicon6 have shown spectacular 
progress but either miss established nanotechnology or an efficient spin-photon interface. 
Silicon carbide (SiC) combines the strength of both systems5: It has a large bandgap with deep 
defects7–9 and benefits from mature fabrication techniques10–12. Here we report the 
characterization of photoluminescence and optical spin polarization from single silicon 
vacancies in SiC, and demonstrate that single spins can be addressed at room temperature. 
We show coherent control of a single defect spin and find long spin coherence time under 
ambient conditions. Our study provides evidence that SiC is a promising system for atomic-
scale spintronics and quantum technology. 
 
 
  
The unique properties of SiC such as high thermal conductivity, high breakdown voltage, and 
wide bandgap has made it one of the most prominent materials for high power and high 
temperature electronic devices13. Various mature fabrication methods originating from silicon 
technology have been applied to SiC and fabrication of sophisticated nanostructures has been 
demonstrated11. By combining this with the unique properties of SiC, i.e. a wide bandgap for 
broadband optical access across the visible to infrared, SiC also has become a promising 
platform for nanophotonics12. Most recently, defects in SiC have attracted attention as 
potential host for quantum spin systems. Its weak spin-orbit coupling gives potential for long 
spin relaxation times5,9,14. Some defect centers sustain long relaxation times even at room 
temperature9,14 similar to color centers in diamond3,15. Various defects show 
photoluminescence (PL) ranging from the visible to infrared which allows optical and even 
electrical detection of spin states8,9,16 thanks to efficient p- and n-doping10. The existence of 250 
known polytypes and diversity in defect spins supports the engineering of spin and 
optoelectronics properties of defect centers for various applications17. Neutral divacancy spins 
for example have revealed a high sensitivity to electric fields and also defects for temperature 
sensing have been found18. Its outstanding electromechanical properties19 together with the 
capability of electrical detection10 and electrical driving of spin resonance20 may also pave new 
ways for scalable quantum devices. One important challenge towards spintronics and QIP 
application is the isolation of single spin defects. The single carbon antisite-vacancy pair (CSiVC) 
has been successfully created as bright single photon sources, however detection of its spin 
state has not been shown21. Here we use high purity SiC material to demonstrate single spin 
detection on single silicon vacancy defects in 4H-SiC (TV2 centers8; see Fig. 1a).  
A first key step is the controlled creation of TV2 centers in a pure SiC crystal at the desired low 
density suitable for single defect detection. For this, we used a commercially available high 
purity SiC wafer and created TV2 centers by 2 MeV electron irradiation without post-annealing. 
We characterized samples in a home-built confocal microscope (730 nm laser excitation). Figure 
2a shows the PL emission spectrum of a single defect identified in a fluorescence image. The 
emission spectrum is similar to the characteristic fluorescence of a silicon vacancy defect 
ensemble at room temperature16. Because of strong phonon side band emission, the zero-
phonon-line of TV2 at 919 nm8 is not observable. To enhance fluorescence emission from a 
single TV2 center being especially important for spin measurements we milled solid immersion 
lenses (SIL) with 20 µm diameter into the sample (see Fig. 1b and SI).  Figure 1c shows the 
confocal fluorescence microscope image of one of the fabricated SILs. We found roughly, 20 
defect centers in a 20 µm diameter SIL. To prove single photon emission, we measured the 
photon intensity auto-correlation. At zero delay, g(2)(0) is found to be well below 0.5 (see Fig. 
2b), a clear indication that spots seen under the SIL mark single defect emission21. We also 
compared the collection efficiency of the SILs for various emitters inside the SIL. The maximum 
enhancement stems from a single defect near the centroid of the sphere (Fig. 2c). Importantly, 
the fluorescence emission from single TV2 centers is stable (Fig. 2d): Even 1 mW laser 
illumination over months did not alter the fluorescence emission rate. We did not find blinking 
in contrast to previous experiments on single defect centers, CSiVC, in SiC21. We also observed 
bunching in the measured auto-correlation function in Fig. 2b. This suggests the existence of a 
metastable shelving state, which is in agreement with the previously suggested model for TV2 
centers14,16,22,23. For room temperature spin polarization and optical detection of spin 
resonance the existence of such metastable states is essential as explained below.  
Figure 3a shows the suggested energy-level scheme of the TV2 center at zero magnetic field. The 
electronic ground state of the TV2 center is known to have a quartet manifold (S=3/2)22,23 and 
can be described by the electronic spin Hamiltonian 
( ) ( )2 2 2 01 / 3 B Syz x BH D ES S S S S gµ = + − + − + ⋅            (1) 
where S=3/2, g is the Landé g-factor of the ground state of TV2 (known as TV2a) (g=2.00288), µB is 
the Bohr magneton, 0B  is the applied static magnetic field. When there exists dipolar spin-spin 
interaction, spin sublevels, ms =|3/2| and ms=|1/2| states are split by the zero-field-splitting 
(ZFS) parameters, D and E ( 2 22 3= +ZFS D E  (see SI)). D is known to be 35 MHz for TV2a and 
<<E D  due to the uniaxial symmetry in the ground state8. The excited state lifetime is known 
to be 6.1 ns24. The intersystem-crossing (ISC) rates from and to the shelving state are not yet 
known precisely, but strongly depend on the spin states of the ground and excited state so that 
polarization into |ms= ±1/2〉 ground states by light illumination16 can be observed even at room 
temperature14. Thus, once the ground state spin polarization is altered by resonant RF 
irradiation, a change in the fluorescence emission intensity occurs (optically detected magnetic 
resonance, ODMR). Indeed, room temperature ODMR signals have been detected from TV2a 
ensembles23. 
To test whether a spin signal can be found from single defects, we first performed experiments 
under constant light illumination (0.1 mW). To completely lift spin state degeneracy an axial 
magnetic field of 50 G (see SI) is applied. Spin transitions were induced by a RF field applied by a 
20 µm diameter copper wire spanned across the sample. We observed two ODMR resonance 
signals with narrow Lorentzian lineshapes (FWHM≈6 MHz) as seen in Fig. 3c. The ODMR signal 
intensity decreases at stronger laser illumination because of competing spin transitions and 
optical pumping (see SI). This is consistent with the expectation that TV2a is the electronic 
ground state of the defect22. The observed resonance frequencies are in agreement with the 
two allowed transitions |ms =+3/2〉↔|ms =+1/2〉  and |ms=-1/2〉↔|ms=-3/2〉 as confirmed by the 
spin Hamiltonian in equation (1). Calculation predicts another transition between 
|ms=+1/2〉↔|ms=-1/2〉. The absence of this resonance has been discussed previously for 
ensemble experiments23. We tentatively attribute this to identical population of the two 
sublevels of |ms=±1/2〉. To verify the S=3/2 model of the electronic spin, experiments were 
repeated while changing the axial magnetic field strength, |B0,z| from 0 to 70 G with stronger 
RF radiation (power broadened FWHM≈13 MHz). The observed resonance frequencies (Fig. 3d) 
are in good agreement with predictions for TV2a using equation (1) (see Fig. 3b and SI). However, 
the observed signal at zero-magnetic field unveils additional fine structure. We also observed a 
similar structure from a TV2a ensemble (see SI). Such fine structure at zero field cannot be 
explained by our spin Hamiltonian even with the known hyperfine coupling to 29Si and 13C and is 
still under investigation.  
We proceed to test the room temperature spin coherence of a single TV2a at |B0,z|≥50 G. In the 
following, we choose two states, |ms =+3/2〉 and |ms =+1/2〉 to measure coherent spin dynamics 
(see SI). To demonstrate the coherent manipulation of a single electron spin in SiC, we first 
establish optical polarization into |ms =+1/2〉 by applying a 400 ns long laser pulse followed by a 
600 ns delay to ensure that the decay from the shelving state to the GS is complete. We then 
apply a rectangular RF pulse resonant to the |ms =+3/2〉↔|ms =+1/2〉 transition, followed by an 
identical laser pulse for readout. This sequence (Fig. 4a) is repeated while increasing the RF 
pulse length up to 3 µs. The result (Fig. 4c) shows long-lived spin Rabi oscillations. The expected 
linear dependence of the Rabi frequency on the B1 field strength is confirmed in Fig. 4b. In 
order to quantify electron spin coherence of a single spin in SiC, we recorded Hahn-echo decays 
at B0≈270 and 288 G. As before, we used a 400 ns long laser pulse for polarization and readout 
before and after the projective Hahn echo-sequence, respectively (Fig. 4d). An apparent feature 
is the strong envelope modulation (Fig. 4d) which we attribute to hyperfine coupling  to a 
proximal 29Si nuclear spin at close distance (e.g., ≤ ∼1 nm) from the defect electron spin (see 
SI)9,15,25–27. The middle panel in Fig. 4d (B0 = 288 G) shows a distinctly different modulation 
pattern with modulation frequencies different from the lower panel (B0 = 270 G). In both case 
the data quality and the complex modulation pattern does not allow to determine a conclusive 
decoherence time. The data set in the lower panel (B0= 270 G) shows also envelope 
modulations whose dominant modulation frequency is as similar with the theoretical prediction. 
While the observed curve still shows beating patterns, which is not predicted by our model and 
may be due to the misalignment of the applied B0 field, we note that the maximum amplitude is 
revived at around 160 µs. Therefore, 160 µs should be considered as a lower boundary for T2. 
The upper boundary is given by electron spin relaxation T1 which we measured to be T1=500 µs 
(see SI). Hence as upper limit we expect T2 to be around 1 ms (see SI). If not limited by spin-
phonon interaction, magnetic fluctuations arising from surrounding nuclear and electron spin 
baths are the two main sources of decoherence. Since the silicon vacancy electron spin is highly 
localized around the defect8, its coupling to the bath nuclear spins is mainly of dipolar form. The 
coherence time due to the dipolar coupled bath spins is inversely proportional to the bath spin 
concentration28. In SiC, two types of nuclear spin species, namely, 29Si and 13C (with natural 
abundance 4.7 % and 1.1 %, respectively) form the nuclear spin bath. Because of higher 
abundance of 29Si than 13C, intuitively, one may expect faster decoherence in SiC nuclear spin 
bath than e.g. in diamond. However, since the gyromagnetic ratio difference between two 
nuclear spin types is ∼150 Hz/G, the Zeeman energy difference is larger compared to the typical 
dipolar coupling between nuclear spins (∼100 Hz) at the given magnetic field strength. Hence, 
nuclear spin flip-flops are greatly suppressed. As a result, 29Si and 13C nuclear spins behave as 
two independent spin baths. In addition, the large Si-C bond length in SiC and small 
gyromagnetic ratio of 29Si further decrease the effective nuclear spin bath concentration. In 
total, the effective nuclear spin bath concentration in SiC is quite similar to that in diamond and 
one would expect a couple of hundred µs and even up to an order of miliseconds for T2 (see 
Methods and SI).  Suppression of such decoherence can be achieved by diluting the remaining 
nuclear spin bath, in isotopically purified host crystals which has become available recently29. 
The electron spin coherence time in solids is also influenced by an electron spin bath of 
surrounding electron paramagnetic impurities. For example, the T2 of NV centers in diamond 
can be significantly shortened to a few µs when the concentration of electron paramagnetic 
impurities is high30. The sample used in this study already contains quite an amount of 
impurities, i.e. N and B impurities up to 5×1015 cm-3 31. It also contains a variety of intrinsic point 
defects even before irradiation such as carbon vacancies32, carbon vacancy-antisite pairs21, and 
divacancies9,32 which have an electronic spin of 1/2 or 1 and concentration of approximately up 
to ∼3-6×1015 cm-3 32. Assuming that the central spin is coupled to the bath electron spins via 
dipole-dipole interaction with an electron spin concentration of around  1016 cm-3, we estimate 
the decoherence time in the given sample to be of the order of 100 µs (see SI).  This 
decoherence mechanism can be suppressed by applying high magnetic fields30 as well as 
dynamical decoupling33. Reducing the common residual B acceptor and N donor in CVD-grown 
layers to 1013-1014 cm-3 while retaining n-type conductivity, which is necessary for the 
formation of the negative Si vacancy, by optimizing growth condition and using modified CVD 
growth method is common nowadays34,35. The most abundant intrinsic defect in as-grown SiC 
CVD layers is the carbon vacancy whose concentration can also be reduced to the 1012 cm–3 
range without creating the Si vacancy in detectable level by controlling the Si/C ratio of 
precursor gases. Such defect reduction in CVD layers can lower the electron spin dipolar 
coupling strength by up to three orders of magnitudes.  Thus, diluting the electron spin bath 
concentration is a further option.  
Our results show that the SiC can host single point defects with long spin coherence times, 
which hold promise for long-lived qubits. This applies not only to the specific point defect used 
in this study, but also to other deep defect qubit candidates in SiC, like carbon vacancies, 
divacancies, and antisite-vacancy pairs7 and also other point defects such as substitutional 
defects7, i.e. the N impurity10 and transition metal defects7. A major challenge in the present 
work is the weak spin signal of single TV2a centers. It, however, has been shown that TV2a center 
ensemble shows drastically enhanced optical spin signal at cryogenic temperature up to more 
than 100 % relative intensity16, which will shorten the measurement time by roughly a factor of 
one hundred. This combined with the narrow PL line (<<1 nm) of TV2 centers at low 
temperature 36 and mature fabrication methods, strongly suggest that SiC is a promising 
platform for integrating spintronics, electronics and photonics in a single quantum system. 
 
Note added in proof. During the preparation of the manuscript, we became aware of a similar 
study37 reporting the optical detection of single spins in SiC using the other type of defect; 
divacancies. This report also presents millisecond coherence times, which we theoretically 
predict in this study, from divacancy ensembles.  
 
Methods 
Experimental setup 
For the creation of single defects, commercial on-axis high-purity semi-insulating 4H-SiC 
substrates were irradiated by 2 MeV electron with a fluence of 1013 - 5×1014 cm-3 along c-axis of 
the SiC crystal. The concentration of the created silicon vacancy centers is linearly dependent 
on the electron flux (see SI). A couple of SILs of various sizes were created on 6×1013 cm-3 
irradiated sample by ion milling using 40 keV Ga focused ion beam. A SIL with 20 µm diameter 
was used in this report. A bright emission layer near the surface was found by confocal 
fluorescence microscope after ion milling. Optical identification of the created defect centers 
was only possible after this damaged layer was removed (see SI). A typical home-built confocal 
setup was used after optimizing for emission in the wavelength range around 900 nm. In 
addition, polarization optics were added to suppress the cross talk via the breakdown flash of 
silicon APDs, which arises at around 900 nm (see SI). The laser wavelength used to collect all of 
the data presented in this report was 730 nm. For spin manipulation, the RF field was irradiated 
via a 20 µm diameter copper wire placed over the sample surface. For continuous wave ODMR 
as in Fig. 3c and d, RF irradiation was applied continuously for 20 ms at each frequency and the 
frequency was changed in 1 MHz step. All experiments were done at room temperature. 
Further details about methods are found in SI. 
 
Estimation of the effective nuclear spin bath concentration 
The nuclear spin concentration of diamond is determined by the natural abundance of 13C 
(1.1 %), i.e. ρ𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = ρ13. In SiC, taking into account two independent nuclear spin baths, the 
effective nuclear spin bath concentration is estimated as ρ𝑆𝑑𝑆 = 0.5 × 𝜂𝑉(ρ13 + ρ29 × 𝜂𝛾) . 
Here, ρ29=4.7 % is the natural abundance of 29Si. The ratio 𝜂𝑉 = �𝑑𝐶−𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑆−𝐶�3 = 0.55 describes the 
unit cell volume expansion of SiC comparing with diamond, with dSi-C=1.88 Å and dC-C=1.54 Å are 
the Si-C and C-C bond lengths in SiC and diamond, respectively. Smaller gyromagnetic ratio of 
29Si (γ29=2π×0.85 kHz/G) compared to that of 13C (γ13=2π×1.07 kHz/G) also reduce the nuclear 
spin bath flipping rate of the 29Si bath. The ratio 𝜂𝛾 = �𝛾29𝛾13�2 = 0.63 accounts for the smaller 
nuclear spin flip-flop rate between 29Si nuclei. With these numbers, the effective nuclear spin 
concentration of SiC is similar to that of diamond, i.e. ρ𝑆𝑆𝐶
𝜌𝑑𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
≈ 1. Consequently, SiC nuclear 
spin bath should cause similar electron spin decoherence rate as 13C in diamond. The 
estimation is consistent with more detailed numerical calculations based on the cluster 
expansion method which even predicts a very long coherence time up to a milliseconds (see 
SI)27.  
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Figure 1: Observation of single silicon vacancy defects in 4H-SiC. a, 4H-SiC crystal structure and 
spins at silicon vacancies together with the c-axis orientation. The angle between the applied B0 
field orientation and the c-axis is θ. b, SEM picture of the fabricated SIL on the surface. c, 
Confocal fluorescence image scanned around the fabricated hemispherical SIL with 12 mW at 
730 nm laser excitation. Top: x-z scan showing the cross-section of the fabricated 20 µm 
diameter SIL. Bottom: x-y scan showing defects (bright spots) inside the SIL. 
  
Figure 2: Optical properties of the single TV2 centers in 4H-SiC. a, Fluorescence emission 
spectrum of a single TV2 center with 1 mW 730 nm laser excitation and 805 nm LP filter. b, 
Autocorrelation measurement of a single TV2 center measured at 0.1 mW optical power. 
Experimental data are plotted after background correction and deconvoluting timing jitter of 
APDs (≈1.39 ns). Red curve is a fit based on the three states model (Fig. 3a) and green line 
indicates g(2)=0. c, Saturation curves of single TV2 centers with and without a SIL. The saturation 
intensity is increased by a factor of up to 3. Red curves: fits based on the three states model (Fig. 
3a). d, Time trace of fluorescence intensity of a single TV2 center with 10 ms bins showing stable 
fluorescence emission from a single TV2 center.  
  
Figure 3: Optically detected electron spin resonance of a single TV2 center at room temperature. 
a, Suggested energy-level diagram showing the ground (GS), excited (ES), and shelving state (SS). 
Solid lines: Radiative transition (red) and optical pumping (green). Dashed lines: non-radiative 
transitions, presumably spin-dependent, resulting in GS spin polarization. For the fit functions in 
Fig. 2b and d, ES and GS are assumed to consist of a single state for simplicity. b, Calculated 
energy eigenvalues, expressed in the unit of frequency, of each spin sublevel as a function of 
the axial B0 field strength. c, ODMR spectrum of a single TV2a center at |B0|=50 G with B0 || c-axis 
(θ=0±4°). Black dots: measured data expressed as a relative fluorescent intensity (= ∆PL/PLoff, 
PLoff: PL intensity at off-resonance). Red curves: Lorentzian fit with full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) ≈6 MHz. d, Experimentally obtained frequency dependence of ODMR lines with axial 
B0. Red curves are based on calculations for the allowed transitions using Equation (1). Dashed 
red line: expected |ms=-1/2〉↔|ms=-3/2〉 transition (see text).  
  
 Figure 4: Room temperature coherent spin manipulation of a single TV2 center in 4H-SiC. a, 
Pulse sequence for detecting spin Rabi oscillations (see text). b, Measured Rabi frequencies 
(fRabi), extracted from (c), and converted RF field (B1) strength vs the square root of the total RF 
power (PRF) applied to the wire. For conversion, /µ=Rabi B 1f 3g B h  is used
22. Red line is a linear 
fit.  c, Spin Rabi oscillations of the |ms =+3/2〉↔|ms =+1/2〉 transition of a single TV2a center at 
|gµBB0,z|≈4D≈50 G and various B1 field strength. The spin signal is obtained by integrating the 
photon counts in the first 60∼120 ns of the fluorescence response to the readout laser pulse. 
Red curves: exponentially decaying sinusoidal fits. The numbers indicate the extracted Rabi 
frequencies, which are linearly dependent on the B1 field strength as shown in (b). d, Hahn echo 
decay at |B0,z|≈270 and 288 G. Top: pulse sequence consisting of π/2 and pi pulses separated 
by τ, and an additional π/2 for projection after another delay τ’. The same sequence is repeated 
by replacing the last π/2 pulse with 3π/2 pulse. The difference between the two data, 
normalized by the average of them is plotted as an echo intensity to remove any contribution 
from unknown relaxation processes. Middle and bottom: the measured Hahn-echo at 288 and 
270 G, respectively. The blue curve shows the simulated Hahn-echo modulated by the coupling 
to a proximal 29Si nuclear spin (see SI). 
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1. Experimental Setup 
A home-built confocal microscope was used to perform measurements (see Fig. S1). A red 
diode laser (Thorlabs HL7302MG, emission peak wavelength 730 nm, 40mW) was focused via 
an oil objective (Olympus, UPLSAPO 60XO, NA 1.35) onto the sample to excite the silicon 
vacancies (TV2 centers). With 730 nm excitation wavelength the 1st and 2nd order Raman 
emissions of SiC1 and Raman emissions of the used immersion oil (Fluka 10976) show up in the 
wavelength range up to 900 nm. Hence a 905 nm long-pass filter was installed in front of the 
photon counting detectors. Another emission band from the immersion oil still appears at 
around 930 nm but the contribution is weak. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum presented 
in the main text (Fig.2a) was measured with a 805 nm long-pass filter and is corrected for the 
remaining background. The incident laser beam was parallel to [0001] orientation of the used 
SiC crystal (c-axis) and linearly polarized.  The TV2 center has a single optical dipole transition 
with a dipole axis oriented parallel to the defect symmetry axis2. Without focusing, no optical 
dipole excitation would be possible in this configuration. However, consider the marginal rays 
passing through the high N.A. microscope objective. For these rays, the electric field vector has 
a significant projection onto the dipole axis, providing efficient dipole excitation. PL spectra 
were recorded using a Czerny–Turner type spectrometer (Acton, SpectraPro300i, grating: 300 g 
mm−1) combined with a back-illuminated CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, LN/CCD-
1340/400 EHRB/I) with a 800-nm long pass filter (Thorlabs FELH0800). Two single photon 
counting avalanche photodiodes (APD) (PerkinElmer SPCM-AQRH-15) in Hanburry-Brown and 
Twiss configuration (HBT)3 were used for detection and to measure photon intensity auto-
correlation. To suppress APD cross talk due to breakdown flashes generated in the APDs4, a 
polarizing beam splitter (PBS, Thorlabs CM1-PBS252) was used in combination with Glan-Taylor 
calcite polarizers (GTP, Thorlabs GT10-B) in front of each APD (see Fig. S1). In addition, an 
achromatic half-wave plate (Thorlabs AHWP10M-980) was placed in front of the PBS to 
equilibrate the count rates on both detectors.  
An electro-magnet mounted to a motorized 2D positioning system (Standa 8MTF), was used to 
provide the static magnetic field parallel to the TV2 center axis (c-axis). Here, a field strength up 
to 290 G was applied. Electron spins were manipulated by a radio-frequency electromagnetic 
field generated by a signal generator (ROHDE&SCHWARZ, SMIQ03B) and subsequently 
amplified by a broadband amplifier (Minicircuits ZHL-42W).  RF irradiation was applied via a 20 
µm thick copper wire, which is placed close to the tested defects (typically ∼30 µm). For other 
details, see refs [5,6]. 
 
2. Defect Concentration 
Silicon vacancies were created by 2 MeV electron irradiation on a 510 µm thick commercial on-
axis high-purity semi-insulating 4H-SiC single crystal sample. The electrons penetrate the whole 
sample, creating defects homogeneously through the whole volume. During irradiation, water 
cooling kept the sample temperature around room temperature. To suppress the creation of 
other types of defects, no subsequent annealing was performed7. The defect concentration 
decreases with decreasing radiation dose as shown in Fig. S2. Electron fluences below 6×1013 
cm-2 allowed us to resolve individual defects. Once the average total intensity from a single 
silicon vacancy center was determined at a given laser power, the total number of created 
defect centers were counted by confocal fluorescence scanning over a large area, ≈100 um × 
100 um. The result is described in Fig. S2, showing an approximately linear dependence 
between the concentration of the silicon vacancy centers and the used electron fluence. 
 
3. Fabrication of solid immersion lenses 
All measurements of the electron spin state of the silicon vacancy centers were based on 
detection of the TV2 center PL in a bulk SiC crystal. Most of the TV2 center PL, however, is lost at 
the crystal surface due to the total internal reflection. Hence, efficient photon detection is 
necessary. We enhance the photon collection efficiency by fabricating a solid immersion lens 
(SIL), into the polished surface of the silicon carbide crystal by focused ion beam milling (FIB) 
(FEI Helios Nanolab 600, 40 keV)8, as shown in Fig. S3. To prevent surface charging during the 
milling process, a 50 nm gold coating is sputtered onto the surface prior to the FIB process and 
removed afterwards by aqua regis. After this process, a bright fluorescing surface layer was still 
observed in the confocal microscope as shown in Fig. S3a. This layer may contain various 
defects created during the ion milling. It results in a prohibitive fluorescence background that 
must be removed. At the same time, the ion irradiation also creates an amorphous SiC layer9 
which acts as an etch-stop for conventional plasma etching. Thus, the fluorescing layer was 
removed by first wet etching the amorphous layer by placing the sample in a mixture of 49% HF 
+ 69% HNO3 (1:1) for 4 hours and subsequently etching the surface by about 200 nm using 
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching. After the ICP etching step, the removal of the 
fluorescent layer was confirmed by confocal microscopy (Fig. S3b). 
 
4. Spin Hamiltonian for the ground state of TV2 centers 
The observed ODMR data of TV2a centers can be described with a spin Hamiltonian given by 
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Where g is the isotropic Landé g factor (g=2.0028), µB is the Bohr magneton, S=3/2, and B0 
denotes the externally applied magnetic field. The dipolar magnetic interaction is described by 
the zero-field-splitting (ZFS) parameters, D and E: D is known to be 35 MHz and positive for TV2a 
and E<<D due to the uniaxial symmetry in the ground state10,11. The matrix form of the above 
Hamiltonian in the |S,mS〉 basis, where ms=+3/2,+1/2,  -1/2, and -3/2, is  
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for B0 applied parallel to the spin quantization axis (c-axis), and the eigenvalues of this spin 
Hamiltonian with corresponding eigenstates are 
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These are plotted in Fig. S4a for D= 35 MHz and E<<D. At zero magnetic field (B0=0), the 
splitting between, |ms|=3/2 and |ms|=1/2 states is 2 22 3D E+  (≈2D for E<<D), thus the 
deviation from the uniaxial symmetry, resulting in non-zero E value, does not eliminate the 
remaining spin state degeneracy of Tv2a at zero magnetic field. Note that because S=1 was 
assigned to TV2 centers at the early stage studies, D was reported to be 70 MHz in some 
publications10,12. 
 
5. B0 field alignment 
In order to align the magnetic field along the spin quantization axis, c-axis, an electro-magnet 
was mounted over the sample on an x-y stage. According to the simulation in Fig.S4b showing 
the resonant frequencies of the allowed transitions for a fixed high B0 field (50 G) as a function 
of polar angles (see Fig.1a in the main text), the splitting between |+3/2〉↔|+1/2〉 and |-3/2〉↔|-
1/2〉 transitions reaches a maximum of 4D, when the B0 is aligned along c-axis. The B0 field 
strength should be larger than 2D in order to make the splitting independent of |B0|. Note that 
the dependence on the azimuthal angle is ignorable due to the uniaxial symmetry. For the 
alignment, the electromagnet was scanned over the sample while monitoring the splitting 
between two outer transitions until the maximum value was achieved. The applied magnetic 
field strength was calculated using the above equations. 
 
6. Spin signal strength as a function of optical excitation power 
Figure S5 shows the dependence of the ODMR signal on the optical excitation power under 
continuous optical excitation and RF irradiation. This behavior is consistent with a rate model of 
the optical cycle shown in Fig. S5c. To capture the essence of the optical cycle we consider only 
two of the quartet spin states, denoted ‘up’ and ‘down’ and neglect the other two. We expect 
that the ODMR originates from the electronic ground state, since the observed spin coherence 
time of ∼100 µs is rather long. If the ODMR originates from a metastable excited state, the 
optical lifetime of such a state needed to be at least 100 µs, which is unlikely. We describe the 
metastable state by a single level. The symbols exγ , emγ   are the optical excitation and decay 
rate, pupγ  , pdownγ  , dupγ  , ddownγ , are the population- and decay rates of the shelving states for 
the spin up and down manifolds, mγ  is the microwave transition rate. From the solutions to the 
rate equations, we find that with this model, a positive ODMR contrast and the observed 
dependence on the optical excitation power is observed. For this we assume that the overall 
decay rate of the metastable state d dup ddownγ γ γ= +  is larger than the emission rate and for one 
of the spin manifolds both the decay and population rate are smaller than the rates of the other 
spin manifold, i.e., dup ddownγ γ<   implies pup pdownγ γ< . Such a rate model consistently describes 
the data. It should be noted that, with a suitable combination of rates, other, more complex 
rate models will also describe the observed ODMR contrast. 
 
7. Fine structure at zero magnetic field 
Figure S6 shows the zero-field ODMR spectra of a chosen single TV2a center and a TV2a 
ensemble. This particular single defect center was used for the study presented in the main 
text. Sharp peaks are found in the ODMR spectrum at 51, 65, 76, and 90 MHz from a single Tv2a 
center (Fig. S6a). Similarly, multiple peaks are also found at similar frequencies, 51, 54, 77, and 
90 MHz except for another small peak at 43 MHz from a Tv2a ensemble (Fig. S6b). These peaks 
do not originate from hyperfine (HF) interaction with a proximal nuclear spin, as we will 
describe in detail. Note also that we carefully checked that the peaks are not artefacts due to 
power dependent heating of the microwave wire, as we carefully checked by varying the driving 
microwave power. In natural abundant SiC, two nuclear spins are frequently observed: 29Si and 
13C with natural abundance of 4.7 % and 1.1 %, respectively. The multi-peak structure cannot be 
due to a single 13C in the nearest-neighbor position (NN), because in this case the HF coupling 
strength is much larger (>30 MHz)13 than the observed splitting between each peak (11∼13 
MHz). The probability for one 29Si atom to be found at one of the 12 next-nearest-neighbor 
(NNN) positions is 33%, much higher than 4.2 % of 13C in the nearest-neighbor (NN) 
position13,14. However, because a 29Si atom has I=1/2 and the HF coupling strength, which is 
isotropic, is 8.7 MHz at the NNN position13, the observed multiple peak structure split by 11∼13 
MHz cannot be explained by a NNN 29Si nuclear spin. In addition, when an axial B0 field is 
applied no such splitting was observed as can be seen in Fig. 3 in the main text. Thus we 
conclude that proximal nuclear spins are not responsible for the observed multiple peak 
structure at zero magnetic field. 
The excited state ESR transitions of TV2 centers (called TV2b) may overlap with TV2a signals. 
However, the spin signal of TV2bcenters can be easily distinguished because of its weaker ZFS, 
2D=36 MHz15,16.  
 
8. Measurement and analysis of T1 
In order to measure the T1 relaxation between in the ground state at B0=288 G, the 400 ns laser 
pulse is used for the optical polarization and the same length laser pulse is applied after a delay 
t. Then again, the very beginning part of the fluorescence response to the readout pulse is 
integrated ( 0I (t) ). In order to remove any unknown relaxation processes, again the same 
sequence is applied with a RF π pulse in front of the readout pulse, and the fluorescence 
response is integrated ( πI (t) ). The difference between two intensities, π 0I (t) - I (t) , is then 
normalized by the average of two values, ( ) 2π 0I (t)+ I (t) and plotted in Fig.S7. 
In order to extract the T1 from the obtained curve, we should derive a formulism for T1 in this 
experimental configuration. We assume that the 400 ns longer laser pulse is long enough to 
induce the steady state at the ground state and we ignore the relaxations from the metastable 
states to the ground states which are very fast compared to T1 so that they are not detectable 
in our experiments. If a very strong polarization is supposed, which is realistic because more 
than 80 % polarization has been reported12, we can assume that all spin populations can be 
found only in ms=±1/2 states of the ground state. We also assume that ms=±1/2 states are 
equally populated because the transition between these two states has not been found by 
ODMR15.The relaxation is then described by the rate T1-1 as shown in Fig.S7. Then the rate 
equations for the populations of four sublevels of the ground state become 
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Using the initial conditions +3/ 2 -3/ 2n = n = 0 and +1/ 2 -1/ 2n = n = 1 / 2 , we get the solutions 
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Once the readout laser pulse is applied, the sublevels of the excited states will keep the same 
populations as they have in the ground state if these transitions are spin-conservative. Some of 
these excited states, however, will experience very fast decays to the metastable states while 
the other sublevels relative quickly decay to the ground state and emit photons. These spin-
dependent PL emission rates can be described by iR (unknown) where i=±3/2, ±1/2. Then when 
no π pulse is applied, the obtained PL intensity 0I (t)  is given by 
 ×∑0 i iI (t)= R n  
while 
 × × ×∑π +3/ 2 +1/ 2 +1/ 2 +3/ 2 i i
i=-1/ 2,-3/ 2
I (t)= R n + R n + R n . 
Therefore, the difference between two values is 
 +3/ 2 +1/ 2π 0 1
R - RI (t) - I (t)= exp(- 2t T )
2
. 
Note that the time constant is not T1 but T1/2. Using this solution, we obtain T1=500±160 µs 
from the data in Fig.S7. 
 
 
 
9. Numerical calculations of decoherence time and electron spin echo envelope modulation 
 
We numerically simulate the spin decoherence of the TV2 electron spin in SiC nuclear spin bath. 
Similar to the NV center in diamond17,18, the nuclear spin bath induced decoherence is 
considered with a pure dephasing model19, and cluster-expansion are performed to calculate 
the coherence time. As shown in Ref.19, the T2 time of TV2 centers is longer than the NV centers, 
and reach more than 1 ms. Figure S8 shows the calculated Hahn echo coherence of a TV2 center. 
Strong coherence modulations appear on a smooth overall decay. A close-up of the 
modulations is presented in the inset of Fig. S8, which is identical to the blue curve in Fig.4 in 
the main text. The modulations are caused by the coupling to a proximal 29Si nuclear spin 
around 5 Å which result in multiple modulation frequencies due to the fact that all the sublevels 
of the spin quartet state have non-zero spin number in contrast to the NV centers in diamond 
and divacancies in SiC which have S=1.   
 
 
10. Estimation of the dipolar electron spin-spin interaction 
The electron spin dipole-dipole interaction between two spin, Si and Sj, at ri and rj, respectively, 
is described by the Hamiltonian 
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where gi is the Landé g-factor of each spin species, rij is the distance between them, and µ0 is 
vacuum permeability. Then the coupling strength of the electron spin bath is approximately 
determined by 32 20 e Bg 4 rµ µ π  where ge is the free electron Landé g-factor. When the 
paramagnetic electron spin concentration of ∼1016 cm-3 (equivalently, average separation r  
∼20 nm20) is assumed, we obtain the dipolar interaction strength has the order of 10 kHz. 
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 Figure S1: Experimental Setup. The excitation beam (orange) was focused with an oil objective 
on the sample. The fluorescent light from TV2 centers (red) passes the dichroic mirror while laser 
light is blocked. To suppress background emission, the light from the sample was passed 
through a pinhole in the focus of two lenses (confocal configuration). This light was filtered by 
800 nm long pass filter and sent to a spectrometer or 905 nm long pass filter and sent to the 
APDs. The usual 50:50 BS before the APDs was replaced with a PBS and a half-wave plate. The 
half wave plate was adjusted such that the fluorescent intensities detected by each APD 
become identical in order to establish HBT configuration. Blocking of the breakdown emissions 
from Si APDs was achieved by using both Glan-Tayler polarizers (GTP) before the APDs and the 
PBS. The breakdown flash from the APDs polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the 
optical table by the GTPs cannot enter the path to the other APDs due the PBS.  
Figure S2: Concentration of TV centers as a function of the electron fluence. 
  
Figure S3: Confocal xz-scans with 12 mW at 660 nm excitation showing a, bright surface 
emissions up to 4000 kcps before etching, and b, drastically reduced surface emissions after 
etching. 
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Figure S4: Calculated eigenvalues and transition frequencies of a S=3/2 system. a, Energy 
eigenvalues of each spin sublevel of a TV2a as a function of the axial B0 field strength. b, 
Calculated resonance frequencies of the allowed transitions of a S=3/2 system as a function of 
the polar angle at |B0|=50 G 
  
Figure S5. a, ODMR spectra of a single TV2a center measured at various optical excitation 
powers. b, Obtained spin signal intensity as a function of the optical excitation power. c, Rate 
model of the optical cycle. 
Figure S6: Fine structure of the zero-field ODMR spectra of TV2a centers: a, Single spin TV2a 
ODMR measured with weak B1 field (FWHM ≈ 5 MHz) and 0.1 mW 730 nm laser excitation, 
filtered by 905 nm long pass filter. Sharp peaks are observable at 51, 65, 76, and 90 MHz. b, A 
TV2a ensemble ODMR spectrum at zero magnetic field with 10 mW 905 nm excitation and 
filtered by 925 nm long pass filter. Multiple peaks are found at the similar positions as in a, 51, 
54, 77, and 90 MHz except for an additional small peak at 43 MHz. The ensemble sample is 4H-
SiC bulk grown by high-temperature chemical vapour deposition having the concentration of 
the TV2a center in the mid 1015 cm–3 range. 
  
Figure S7: T1 relaxations between the sublevels of the ground state of a TV2a center at axial B0= 
288 G: a, Rates describing the relaxations between each sublevels of the ground state after the 
steady states are established by a laser pulse. b, Obtained T1 relaxation curve (see text). An 
exponential fitting (red curve) reveals T1≈500 µs. 
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Figure S8: The numerical calculation of decoherence of a TV2 center in 288 Gauss magnetic field. 
The inset shows the close-up of the modulations induced by the coherent coupling to a 
proximal 29Si nuclear spin. 
 
